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TECHNICAL SECTION OF IAERONAUTICS.* 
By And-rd, Lge. 
The "Service Technique de	 (S. T.A. ), under 
the direction of Naval Constructor Fortant (with the cank of 
Captain), constitutes one of the three grand divisions of the 
Under-Secretariat of State for Aeronautics and Aerial Transpor-
tation, the other two divisions being the "Servi ce des Fabri-
cations de 1'A6ronautiquè" (S,F.Ae, ) and the "Service de la 
Navigation Aérienne t' ( SN.Ae. ). 
The duties of the Technical Section of Aeronautics are: 
1. To prosecute technical investigations and all experi-
ments pertaining to aircraft, 
2. To promote Aeronautic science and the practical use of 
aircraft, by undertaking or stimulating research, tending to 
improve their quality, power, conditions of use and safety.; 
3. To inform the Under-Secretary of State for Aeronautics 
concerning the possibilities of producing aircraft adapted to 
the needs of the various ministerial departments; 
4. To collaborate in the drawing up of Aeronautic TO-
grams and to communicate them to constructors, to guide the 
latter in the study of projects adapted to the programs by 
coordinating their efforts with a view to avoiding useless re-
search,
5. To recommend to the Under-Secretary of State for Aero-
nautics the adoption of suitable types of aircraft, in conform-
ity with the programs of the various Government departments and 
* From Le Genie Civil, July 15, 1922, pp. 54-59. 
'"' Translated in Office of Naval Attache', Paris.
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best adapted to their needs, as likewise all possibl 	 o.iica
ions likely to improve the vai1.ie of aircraft already in ser- 
vice;
5. To supply the department whose duty, is to look 'after 
quantity production, with all the technical documents necessary 
for placing orders and making contracts; 
7. Lastly, to establish technical rules for the employrnen 
of aircraft and to superintend 'technical tests peniittiflg the 
awa.rdof certificates of navigability to civil aircraft and 
of subsidies to aerial navigation companies. 
The interior organization of the S.T..e'. is based on the 
principle of complete. separation of theoretical investigations 
and experimental work.  
This separation, which may at first thought, seem to pre-
sent difficulties, is in reality the best method of securing 
division of labor and impartial reports. it is unavoidable, 
in fact, for a department which has formed, through the exami-
nation of record, a previous opinion, not to have, despiteits. 
desire to.be impartial, a tendency to direct. Its experiments 
along a line unconsciously dictated by the examination of said 
records. The Independence of these two departments, under the 
control ok a director assuring immediate and constant coopera-
tion, gives, on the contrary, the most complete guaranty of 
technical impartiality.  
The Research Department, dIrectd by Naval Constructor 
SABATIER (with the rank of Commander),, has a certain number of
'I 
sections (aviation,, (aviation., hydro-aviatipn, aerostation, engines and 
propellers, navigation', radio and photography, rigging). The 
experimental department is Itself divided Into two distinct 
sections, that of laboratories and research, and, that,of -tests 
properly so termed, under the supervision of Naval Constructor 
DUMANOIS (with rank of Lieutenant Commander). 
The plants of the S.T.A. are located at Issey-les--Moulifle--
eux(Fig. 1), in new buildings especially erected for 'them. 
At Issy-les-Moulineaux we likewise find laboratories for 
the Research Department, comprising, in particular, one-for 
chemistry, a physical laboratory, an optical and a photographic 
laborato±y, one for mechanical tests, one for thermic treat-
ment, one for electricity, and one for the study of woods, fab-
rics and dopes (Fig. 1). A large wind tunnel (Fig. 2) will be 
in operation in the near future and will pernit obtaining, with 
a power of 1000 kilowatts, an air current of uniform velocity, 
as high as 80 (262.47 ft.) meters per second, with a diameter 
of three meters (9.84 ft.). These different laboratories are 
under the direction of Commandant ROBERT and we shall have oc-
casion to revert to them in a future article. 
The plants of Issy-les-Moulineaux also include the.nece&- 
sary shops for the construction of new apparatus and airplanes, 
engines and accessories, which cannot be entrusted to civil 
industry, either because they are of a confidential nature,or 
because their inventor may have only submitted an Interesting 
project which he has not the means of carryin g out.
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It is thus seen that the plant at Issy--les-Moulineaux 
constitutes a real cen-;er of Aeronautic Investigation and pio-
duction, so that when the plant shall have been completed and 
assigned the necessary personnel for obtaining its maximum 
output, it will have no cause to envy similar institutions 
abroad. 
There, is also an information section arid an Aeronautical 
Museum at Chalals-Meudon under the supervision of the Director 
of the S.T.Aé. 
Before the constructor can be authorized to fly a new air- - 
plane, he has to submit it,.under the supervision ot the S.T.A. 
to a series of static tests, with the object of demonstrating 
that the airplane in question satisfies certain conditions of 
strength required in the use for which it is designed. 
The static tests made on all. airplanes are as follows: 
(a) Static test of cell, underneath; 
(b) Static test of cell, above; 
(c) Unsymmetrical test of cell; 
(ci) Static test of fuselage for flexure and torsion; 
(e) Static test of tail planes, wheels, a:les, and skids. 
The required factors of safety vary according to the method 
followed in the construction of the airplaneand the category 
to vhioh it belongs (pursuit, reconnaissance, observation, 
bombing, colonial, public transportation, postal or touring, air-
planes, high-sea seaplaee',.:torpedo seaplanes, coast seaplanes, 
comm
e
rcial seaplanes, amphibians, and gliders).
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The tests are made by loading the surfaces with bags of 
sand arranged in such a way as to distribute the sires-es (with 
the required factor of safety) the same as: under normal condi-
tions of flight. Each member of the strdcturent poascssing 
the desired factor of safety and of which the minl'mum strength 
could not be determIned by calculation, will thus be exposed. 
Moreover, any new part, any new process of manufacture or 
assembling (riveting, soldering, swaging, formation inrnatrices 
or dies, canvas working, varnishing, etc.) must likewise be the 
object of special testemder the supervision of the S.T.Aé. 
The Testing Section, under the supervision of Naval Con-
structor Dumanois, is responsible for all tests of full-sized 
aeronautic materiel. The first category of tests includes those 
relating to engines and their accessories. These tests are now 
made on the test, benches at Ohalais-Meudon and will ultimately 
be made likewise at Iss y-les-Moulineaux, in a shop 'now under 
construction, 'Which will, in addition, Include a vacuum chamber 
for studying functioning of engines in rarefied air. 
The second category of tests comprises those relating to 
airplanes properly so called, or to aerial Navigation and 
aerodynamic experiments with full-sized airplanes. These tests 
are conducted at the Villa coublay airdrome, commanded by Cap-
tain Ceccaldi (Fig. 3). 
They may be divided into three categories: 
1. Flight tests: determination of the performances of air-
planes (speed, ascent, endurance and manageability);
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2, Tests with the object of finding conditions of safety 
in Aerial Navigation, the adjustment and improvement of naviga-
tion instruments (drift-meter, navigraph, etc.); 
3. Tests relating
 to radiotelegraphy and radiotelephony 
(for communication with ground stations and between .airpianes. 
We shall briefly analyze each of these three classes of 
tests.
1.- Flight tests -The object of flight tests is to deter-
mine the performances of airplanes.
 
By "performance is meant: The length of the "take-off" 
and that of landing; the rates of climb and the horizontal veloc-
ities at each altitude; and lastly, the ceiling. 
For a given airpine, equipped with a given engine and a 
given propeller and carrying a givenload, the performances are 
not constant. They depend: 
1- On the power developed by the engine; 
2..0n the atmospheric conditions at the time of flight. 
When the engine is well.adjusted, the power varies very lit-
tie during the tests. On the other hand, the atmospheric con-
ditions are essentially changeable and it is necessary to correct 
the rough results of experiments, if it be desired to compare 
the-,n with results obtained under other atmospheric conditions. 
By way of example, let us select an airplane which, under 
average conditions, has a ceiling of 6200 meters, attains a speed 
of 180 kilometers per hour at 4000 meters (apparent altitude) 
- and takes 18 minutes to attain this altitude. If we perform the
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test in summer at a temperature of 250 C (on the g:'ound), th. 
ceiling is but 6100 meters, the speed is 182 kilmterpe1'OUr 
at the apparent altitude of 4000 meters and it requires 19 min- 
utes and 15 seconds to attain it. On the other hand, if the 
teat t3kes place during the winter at a temperature. of _500, the. 
ceiling mounts to 6450 meters, the speed drops to 174 kilometers 
per hour and the time of climb to the apparent altitude of 4000 
meters is not more than 14 minutes and 50 seconds. 
It is, therefore, aboslutely necessary to define an ideal 
atmosphere of comparison, to which all tests shall be reduced. 
The name of "standard atmosphere" has been given to this ideal 
atmosphere. 
Definition of Standard Atmos phere.- In order that the re-
duction of actual tests to a standard atmosphere may hold good, 
it is essential that, at the corresponding points of the actual 
atmosphere and of the standard atmosphere, the forces operating 
on the airplane in flight be the same. 
Now these forces are of three kinds: 
1.- Forces due to the action of the air; 
.2.- Forces due to gravity; 
3. - Forces due to the engine group. 
The first are proportional to the density and to the viscosity of 
the surrounding air. The secànd are practically constant for the 
altitudes attained. The last ,are, on the other hand, bound up 
with atmospheric variations by complex laws, differing for differ-
ent engines. However, experiments made in different countries,
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on engines of very different designs have shown that, up to den-
sities corresponding to an altitude of about 6000 meters, it 
might be assumed that the engine couple varied proportionally to 
the density of the surrouid1iig air, the error being of the nature 
of experimental errors. 
It follows therefore that'; all the forces at work depend only 
on the density of 'the air. Consequently , the standard atmo .
-phere should be defined by  simple law of correspondence between 
densities and altitudes, without regard to pressure and tempera-
ture. Unfortunately, this would oblige us to register directly 
the densities of the. surrounding air. Now, we have not, as yet, 
any apparatus which automatically registers these densities. 
We only have barographs and thermometers. We are thus forced to 
resort to the more directly measurable factors of pressure and 
temperature 
The law governing the distribution of temperatures as a 
function of the altitude has been chosen as a basis. This law. 
of temperatures has been made as simple as possible, but still 
sufficiently close to the mean law of annual temperatures to 
make the corrections to be applied to the experimental measure 
ments as small as possible. The law adopted is the following: 
From 0 to 11000 meters, the temperature decreases as a lin- 
ear function of the alitude, at the i' t ae.of 6.5° 	 per kilometer, 
the temperature at the earth's surface being 15°C. 
Above 11000 meters, the temperature is constant and equal 
to - 56.5°C.	 .	 .
/ 
Through the application of the law of perfect gases and the 
formula of Laplace, there is at once obtained'the lw of distri-
buion of pressure and densities. - 
1.- From 0 to 11000 meters: 
Temperature Law: O z
 = 150
 - 0.0065 z 
Pressure Law:	 H = (288 - 0. 0065 Z	 5.255 H0 	 288 
Density Law:
	
az (288_- 0.0065 z 
- =
88
	
4.255 
a0 
2.- Above 11000 meters: 
Tempe±ature Law: ez
	 55•5° 
Pressure Law:
	
log H 11009
	 z	 11000 
H5 	 14800 
Density Law:	 a5	 =	 H 
a 11000	 H 11000 
in which z designates the alt.itud.è expressed in meters. 
The numerical coefficients correspond to the following in-
itial conditions:
+150 ;
	
H0
 = 750 mm ;
	
a0
 = 1. 225. 
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS. The quantities to be measured are: 
Pressure, temperature, revolution speed of engine and speed of 
airplane along its trajectory. 
The pressure is recorded by a Richard barograph which is 
suspended elastically in the cockpit. Just before the "take-off" 
the index is placed at a fixed origin of 750 millimeters. Since
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the indications of these instruments depend on the rate at which 
the pressure varies, they are compared every month by means of a 
pneumatic bell or receiver. There are thus obtained for each 
barograph the "lag" corrections to be applied to the readings 
taken during flight. In general, the lag is nil during the up-
ward flight, but it may reach 12millimeters during the de-
scent. It is taken into account in determining the data. The 
instrument only indicates the static pressure in the interior 
of the cockpit, and not in the surrounding air; but the differ-
ence is slight (1%) 'as long as the speed of 180 kilometers per 
hour is not exceeded. 
It has not been possible thus far to record the temperature 
under favorable conditions, on account of the slowness with 
which the thermographs assume their equilibrium. We have had to 
be contented with having the pilot take the readings of an alco-
hol thermometer secured to one of the struts of the cell. In 
order to be sure that the thermic equilibrium has been obtained 
between the thermometer and the surrounding air, the readings 
are taken at the end of the horizontal flights made at the dif-
ferent altitudes (See Table II, right-hand column). 
The velocities of rotation are registered by means of me-
chanical recording tachometers of the Jaeger or Tell, type. 
These instruments are of medium size and sufficiently accurate, 
since they give the number of revolutions per minute, to within 
less than 10 for 1500-2000 R.PL, They are designed to be mount-
ed on the end of the cam shaft and turn at half the speed of the 
crank shaft.
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Lastly, the velocities of translation are measured by dy-
naai.o pressure indicators using a Pitot or a Venturi tube. 
The Toussaint-Lepre (T. L. ) utilizes both. The Badin is a dou-
ble Venturi tube. The indications of these instruments are 
therefore proportional to V 2 a, the square of the velocity 
times the density of the air. In order to facilitate the read-
mg, the registering device is designed so as to record the 
square root of this quantity,
	
For airof constant den-
sity, the indications are then proportional to the velocity 
of translation and the curve is a straight line. Unfortunately, 
this line varies for the same instrument, according to the cir-
cumstances attending its use. It is not the same in a wind 
tunnel as on an airplane. On the same airplane, it depends on 
the location, selected. It is important therefore to protect 
the speed indicator as much as possible from injurious influ-
ences of the airplane, and to calibrate its readings on the 
airplane itself. A good location is, in general, obtained by 
placing the speed indicator at the end of a rod in the plane 
of the outermost struts, between the two wings and at 1.5 meters 
from the nearest leading edge. 
Execution and tabulation of tests.- The first thing to.do 
is to adjust the speed indicator. To this end, the airplane is 
made to pass over a perfectly known base, at the two' extremi-
ties of which observers take the time with stop watches. In 
order to allow for the longitudinal component of the wind, a 
second flight over-the same base is made in the opposite direc-
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tion, at the same altitude and. engine sped. No account is taken 
of the transverse velocity of the wind, as these tests are only 
cd.ucted when the wind is very constant and. of low velocity 
(2 to 3 meters per second at most). Under these conditions, the 
'ean of the measured speeds Va corresponds to the, average 
of the readings n of the speed indicator (Table I). This on-
ly holds good, however, for the density corresponding to the 
pressure H and at the temperature 16 of the test. In air at 
760 millimeters and 150 C, the speed' V which corresponds to the 
reading n would be such that 132 a0 = V2 - a, or: 
rH	 288 
V = V I-- X 
/ rQ	 273+0 
By repeating the same test at different engine speeds, but 
at the same altitude and by making each flight at the same en-
gine speed in both directions, we obtain a series of values 
n1 , n2 ....	 to which the speeds V,1, \T ,.. will correspond. 
If the mounting of the speed indicator is good, and if the test 
has been well executed, the points obtained with reference to 
the axes V and n wi-11 lie practically in a straight line 
(Fig. 4). We shall be content, in general, with determining 
this line by means of three points corresponding to possible 
m.ximum and minimum flight speeds on the ground and to an inter-
mediate speed.	 I 
After this adjustment is finished, all\ is ready for meas-
uring the performances of the airplane. For this purpose, the 
airplane must rise, to an altitude as-near as possible to its
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ceiling and execute, in descending, a series of horizontal 
flights at full speed and at altitudes differing by a thousand 
me
Ascent.- The ascent should be made at a constant angle, as 
experience shows that under these conditions, the curve of the 
climbing speeds, as a function of the altitude, is practic1y 
a straight line (Fig. 5). We have here, therefore, a simple 
means of determining the theoreticl and the practical ceilings, 
the latter being, by definition, the altitude at which the rate 
of climb is 0.5 meter per second.. 
In the course of such a climb, experience shows and theory 
confirms, that the reading of the speed recorder must decrease 
very slightly, as can be seen in Fig. S. 
The object of the climbing test is to determine the climb-
ing speeds and times to different altitudes, expressed in terms 
of the standard atmosphere. It is therefore necessary to re-
duce the barogram obtained experimentally (Fig. 7) to the stand-
ard atmosphere. 
To do this, we commence by referring it to rectangular axes 
(OH 2 Ot), at the same time taking into consideration the differ-
ene between the -pressure at the moment of take-off (758 for. 
the example selected) (Fig. 9). 
If AB is the curve obtained, the whole problem consists 
in finding, for any point 0, the corresponding point C' in 
standard atmosphere. To do this, we lay off at the left of OH, 
the curve of the temperatures as a function of the pressures H,
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on the one hand, in terms of standard. atmosphere (solid line), 
on the other hand, in terms of the actuai.atmoshere (interrupt- 
ed line) , and indicate on the standard curve the altitudes at 
intervals of 500 meters: a,, T, 5, 
All the possible real points, 'which correspond to a. point 
y of the standard curve, have the same density as the point y 
Consequently, they are found on the same straight line passing, 
through the point Y and the point H = o 5 = - 273. On 
drawing this line, it cuts the curve of temperatures obtained 
on the day of experiment at a :c oint c, which corresponds to the 
point C of the actual diagram. By drawing the straight lines 
of constant density through a, , cy 5 ... , we can obtain the 
points A, B, C, D, •. . of the real diagram corresponding to 
thestandard. altitudes 0, 500, 1000... 
But this does not give us the point C'. We only know that 
i.t is on the horizontal line passing through Y. In order to 
find this point C T , it suffices to observe that the climbing 
speed is the derivative of the altitude taken as a function of 
the time, and that the density is, except for the sign, the de-
rivative of the pressure as a function of the altitude: 
	
v ---	 a - 
	
Z dt	 Z 
Since the hoo1ogous points.- C and 0', v
	 and a are the same,. 
it follows that
	 is the same, i.e. the-tangents to the two 
barograms are parallel. On replacing the tangents by the chords 
BC and R'C', we can write, with sufficient approximation:
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At ,	 At 
1T -	 OT Lt' = 
Knowing the point B 1 , it will therefore be possible to 
determine the point Ct , and so on As for the point At; it 
coincides with the point 0. 
The series of practical operations is contained in Table 
III, which gives immediately the rates of climb at each altitude 
and enables the•detezmlnation of'the theoretical ceiling which 
is 6,00 meters (Fig. 5). 
Horizontal velocities at different altitudes.- Having ar-
rived at the maximum attainable altitude, the pilot makes his 
first horizOntal flight of five minutes, keeping the readings 
of the barograph ' and tachometer constant. In the example con-
sidered: (Figs. 6, 7, 8), the level stretch was somewhat-short-
ened and the tachometer readings are not clearly distinguisha-
ble from those obtained during the climb (Fig. 8). As for the 
instrument) 
T.L. (Toussaint-Lepêre/, it gave increasing readings, except in 
the case of a short level flight at reading 41 (corrected to 33 
from the reading 8 at rest), corresponding to a short horizontal 
flight at 362.of the barogram (370, figure obtained bycorrec-
tion from the difference 758-750.. See above). To the reading 
of the speed recorder, there corresponds a speed of 95.5 
kilometer/hour in an atmosphere at 760 millimeters and 15°C 
(Fig. 4). In an atmosphere of 370 mm (barometer) and -13.25 0 C 
(temperature measured at the end of the horizontal flight. See 
Table II), there corresponds to this reading a velocity of:
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V = 95; 5 5 	 130 / L^7 0 x _^ 2 8-Z- =  km/hr. 
The  same procedure is followed for the succeeding horizon-
tal runs, but taking into consideration at the same time, the 
hysteresis or ' s lag" of the,barogr•aph. For the barograph em-
ployed, this "lag s' was 10 mm—for the first tvo horizontal runs,. 
and 12 millimeters for the last three. 
These operations are tabulated. In Table IV. 
Lastly, we have in Tables III and IV all the elements nec-
essary for following the performances under consideration. 
There are only lacking the lengths of the "take-off" and land-
ing, which are easily determined by the usual topographical 
methods.
U
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Table I. - Copy 'a a f light test record. 
Farman airplane No, 01, Type 110 A . Saimson engine Z 9. 
Test No. 2	 Place: Vjilac'oubiay 
Pilot: Lt. Cousin 	 Barometer on ground: 741 mm. 
Date: April 5, 1 .922	 Temperature"	 IT:	 40C 
Start: 10 A.M.	 Finish:, 10. 35 A.'. 
Wind: very weak 
Versailles	 Choisy 
Direction: S-W	 R.P.M. 1500 
No.
Post V Post C Time Speed Ave. R.PM. 
1 3-07--1 1-31-8 1-35-3 173.8
177.150 1575 
2 5-28-5 7-00-2 1-31-7 180.5
	 J 
3 11-15-2 9-21-6 . 1-53-6 145.6	 1
149.350 1375 
4 13-30-3 15-13-4 1-48-1 153.1
	 j 
:5 20-41-2 18-10-2 2-25-0	 ' 114.2
p.
	
119.100 1170 
6 23-16-6 25-30-0 2-13-4 124.0 
Table 'II. - Data noted on a record similar to the above

during a climbing test. 
Altitudes Climbing 
R.P.M.
Horizontal  
R.P.M.
-Air _temperatures 
Climbing
____ 
Horizontal 
1000 1440 1550 +17. 5°C +16,50C 
2000 130 1540 + 8. 5P C + 9. EP C 
3000 1425' •1530 + 5°C + 4. 5°C 
4000 1425 1510	 / - 1.50C - 1°C 
5000 1435 1480 - 6. 5°C - 5.75°C 
6000 1420 1450 -12.50C -13,250C
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Table IV. IV. -_Horizontal speed tests. 
rjeasured. 
pressure
Observed 
tempera- 
ture
Standard 
altitude
R.P.M. Reading 
of the 
T.L.
Speed cor-j 
respordng
to 15 C 
and760rnmZ 
/aO Rea1 
speed 
370
-13.250 6000 1460 33 95.5 1.36 130 
440.
- 5.750 4650 1490 39 107 1.266 135. 5 
490 10 3800 1520 45 118.5 1.21 143.5 
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Fig..l S.T.Ae.Plants at Issy-les-Moulineaxx 
a & b: Offices anu heating plant 
c: Oc. 	 and. photographic latc•ratCr1s 
d: Chemical laboratory 
e: Electrical	 11 
f: Laboratory for dynamic tests 
of materials 
h: Large wind tunnl 
i; General store room j; Rc•or for examining engines after tests 
kGarage for motor trucks 
1: Supply roc.m 
m: Engine-testing room 
n Special engine laboratories 
O	 orkshcp 
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t Sma.Ll wind tunnel; u: latrine 
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X , Meteorological room
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Fig .3 ST,Ae .,Plants at Villacoublay 
a: Duois hangar 12x306m (41 g x964x13 .ft 
b: Cha.npe. h&nzer 00x.35x10m (28x,.14.-8x32 .8 '1 	 ) 
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Fig.4 Adjustment of Toussaint Lepe're 
insj.rment on Farman airplane 
110-A No.01. Test of April 5,1922
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Fig.5. Curves of R.P.M.and speeds 
in terms of altitude. 
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Fig.9	 Reduction of experimental barog'ram to 
standard atmospheric conditions
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